Placing your FloBeds Foundation on Cross Slats in traditional bedstead.

The FloBeds Foundation is designed to be supported at four points head to foot. When viewed upside down, the two head sections and two foot sections have "T-Nut" steel threaded receivers that can accept our wood turned legs. You will need 4 bedstead wood cross slats. They should be positioned to provide the FloBeds Foundation support in the same "T-Nut" area, as illustrated below. The middle sections do not need support, as they designed to be supported by the end sections.

In addition, two cross slats should have center support to the floor. This will prevent the slats from bouncing or bowing over the years. If your bedstead and cross slats do not provide this center support, we will provide you with legs that can be attached to your cross slats. Just let us know the distance from bottom of cross slat to floor.